All right. But he didn’t tell you anything else about what sort of work he
was doing in relation to the waste-to-energy project?---No, he didn’t tell me
anything.
Are you aware of him having any other involvement in waste-to-energy
projects, Fai, I mean?---I’m, I’m not aware but he could have some
involvement but I don’t know what they are. He could have but I don’t
know.
10

Now, having gone through all of that detail of that trip, can I ask you again
were there any discussions on that trip between yourself and Developer Liu
about Landmark Square?---Discussion?
Any sort of discussion. Did Landmark Square ever come up, to your
recollection, on that trip?---He had photos of Landmark Square.

20

30

Developer Liu had photos of Landmark Square?---Yes, yes, in, in, near the,
Tangshan, yeah. He had photos there, for some reason and I thought (not
transcribable) but I didn’t care (not transcribable)
Sorry? Are you talking about China Liu or Developer Liu?---China Liu had
photographs of, in his factory or somewhere or someone bought, showing
the, the proposed plans for Landmark.
Okay. And what was your understanding of China Liu’s interest in
Landmark Square at that time?---I don’t know. I don’t know what his
interest is. I don’t know what he was, it could have been, it could have
been, I don’t know. I don’t know what he was. I wasn’t interested. ‘Cause
a lot of Chinese find things in MOUs and, they have nothing to do with. I
don’t know what they, what their interest is.
Okay. But you obviously recognised the photograph of Landmark Square?
---Yeah. The photos was there but I’m going, maybe, maybe it’s his friend
and he said, “Bring your proposal and put it there. I want to show it to the,
to the government,” I don’t know, “show it to my friends”, I don’t know.

40

Did you ever ask China Liu, “Why do you have a photograph - - -?---No.
Got nothing to do, I don’t talk to him that much. Didn’t say anything to
him. I was there for the waste-to-energy. I didn’t care what he was doing.
There’s a lot of Chinese, you’ve got to, there’s a lot of Chinese that when
you get a, a government official from Australia going there, they want to
maximise the time being there, so they start showing their friend and you
invite this and you invite that and you invite him, “Look who I’ve got with
me.” Maybe he was telling people, “Look who I know.” I don’t know. But
I never paid attention because I was there for the waste-to-energy and that’s
why I never went to the hall for the ceremony.
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All right. And what about Developer Liu? Did he discuss Landmark
Square with you at any point on that trip?---Sorry. So were you saying, that
was Developer Liu before or was it Liu, China Liu?
No. We were talking about China Liu. You said you saw - - -?---China Liu,
zero. Zero. Zero. He, he never discussed anything with me.
Okay. China Liu never discussed anything with you?---Zero. Zero.
10

THE COMMISSIONER: Though he had photos - - -?---Yes, he had photos
but - - - - - of the Landmark - - -?---Sorry. Okay.
- - - plan or proposal - - -?---Yes.
- - - up in his factory?---It may have been that Australia Liu may have put
them there - - -

20

No, no, no, no, no. I don’t want speculation.---Yeah.
I’m asking - - -?---Yeah, but, yeah. It wasn’t really like, that he was just,
yeah, he’s put it, where you, where you come and sit at the table, there is a
couple of photos in there. That’s all it was, from memory, yeah.
All right. So that was China Liu?---Yeah, yeah (not transcribable) yeah. In
his office, yeah, or his factory.

30

40
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